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METHOD AND REALLOCATION COMPONENT FOR MANAGING REALLOCATION

OF INFORMATION FROM SOURCE TO TARGET MEMORY SLED

TECHNICAL FIELD

Embodiments herein relate to computer systems, such as cloud computing

systems, data centers, computer halls, hardware systems or the like. In particular, a

method and a reallocation component for managing a reallocation of information from a

source memory sled to a target memory sled are disclosed. A corresponding computer

program and a computer program carrier are also disclosed.

BACKGROUND

Computer systems are formed by hardware and software architectures.

Hardware architectures deal with how different resources, such as processing power,

memory, networking interface and the like, are interconnected to, e.g. in terms of

physical formats, number of wires, each other. Software architectures deal with how

different programs, such as operating systems, applications, applets, virtual machines

and more, are executed on the hardware architecture.

Traditional hardware architectures, used for e.g. a data center, a cloud computing

system, are typically built up by a plurality of racks, such as cabinets, that are networked

together. Each rack comprises one or more fully functional computers, e.g. embodied as

one or more server blades. Hence, each server blade is self-contained with resources,

such as processors, memory, storage units, networking interface and Input/Output (I/O)

peripherals. An issue with a server blade is its static nature with regard to composition of

resources. This implies that once the server blade has been assembled, processing

capacity, memory capacity, network interface capacity etc. cannot be upgraded without

physical intervention with the server blade, e.g. memory capacity could be upgraded by

manually inserting more memory into the server blade.

In order to solve this issue, and other issues, disaggregated hardware

architectures have emerged. A disaggregated hardware architecture, such as Intel Rack

Scale architecture and HyperScale Datacenter Systems, separates the resources -

which with the traditional hardware architecture would have been confined within one

blade - that make up a hardware machine, such a server computer. The separated

resources are typically organized into e.g. blades where each blade mainly includes only



one of processors, memories, networking interfaces and the like. Then, a host machine

can be allocated by selecting resources from one or more blades. In some cases, the

disaggregated hardware system may comprise a mixture of conventional self-contained

blades and blades mainly including only one of processors, memories, networking

interfaces and the like.

An exemplifying known disaggregated hardware system 1 is shown in Figure 1 .

The known disaggregated hardware system 1 comprises an interconnect 2 , such as a

superfast optical fiber connectivity. The interconnect 2 interconnects a Central

Processing Unit (CPU) rack 3 , a memory rack 4 and a storage rack 5 . The memory rack

4 may refer to short-term memories, such as cache memory or the like, whereas the

storage rack 5 may refer to long-term storage, such as hard drives, magnetic tape, etc.

Here, long-term and short-term shall be considered in relation to each other. Typically,

each rack comprises one or more blades. With this set up, e.g. the CPU rack 3 and the

storage rack 5 will be available also during replacement of the memory rack 4 , while it

may be assumed that other memory racks (not shown) may support, at least during the

replacement, any need of memory that the CPU rack 3 and the storage rack 5 may have.

The CPU rack 3 comprises CPUs, the memory rack 4 comprises memory units, and the

storage rack 5 comprises disk units, all shown as rectangles in their respective rack. A

Host Machine Manager 6 handles assignment of resources, such as CPU, memory and

storage, to host machines. In this example, three host machines 10, 20 and 30 and their

respective resources are illustrated in the Figure.

Hence, unlike the traditional hardware architectures, where memory is very tightly

coupled to one or more processors on the same sled, or in the same casing, the

disaggregated hardware architecture provides a capability for an application, such as a

host machine, a virtual machine, container or the like, to have portion of its memory in

another sled. Such portion of memory is herein referred to as remote memory. The

remote memory is connected to the processor using the fast interconnect. In contrast to

the remote memory, the application has some further portion of its memory on the same

sled as one or more processors, which executes the application. Such further portion of

memory is herein referred to as local memory. In this manner, the application is allowed

to scale up by attaching more remote memories to the application when needed.



In the known disaggregated hardware systems, an application is executing on a

current server, such as a virtual server, or physical server using remote memory. A

number of memory sleds are allocated to the current server. Hence, the memory sleds of

the current server will be used by the application during execution thereof.

In a first example, the memory sleds may need to be replaced or removed. In

order not to cause failure and/or interruption to the application, the memory sleds shall

not be used by the application during replacement or removal. A problem may thus be

how to ensure that the memory sleds are not used at replacement or removal.

In a second example, it may be observed that the application may use better

suited, e.g. higher/lower latency etc., memory sleds. Another problem may thus be how

to enable adjustment of memory sleds used by the application.

In order to solve these problems, the application can be moved to a different

server according to known manners, such as so called live migration of application. The

different server shall at least not be allocated with those memory sleds that are to be

removed or replaced. Furthermore, it can be that the different server shall be allocated

with some desired memory sleds that are considered to be better suited. (Hence, by a

move of the application the memory sleds used by the application are adjusted.)

Disadvantageously, such a move of the application from the current server to the

different server requires that the application is shut-down, or at least temporarily paused.

A problem may thus be how to provide adjustment of memory sleds used by an

application without, or with only minor, interruption of the execution of the application.

SUMMARY

An object may to overcome, or at least alleviate, the above mentioned problem.

According to an aspect, the object is achieved by a method, performed by a

reallocation component, for managing a reallocation of information from a source

memory sled to a target memory sled. The information is used by an application

executing in a compute sled. The information comprises a respective content allocated

on a respective source page of the source memory sled. The source memory sled

comprises a source table indicating a respective source status for each said respective

source page. The respective source status indicates that said respective source page is

at least one of initialized and uninitialized. The target memory sled comprises a target



table indicating a respective target status for each respective target page of target pages

of the target memory sled. The information is to be reallocated to said target pages of

the target memory sled.

The reallocation component initiates, for said each respective source page

whose status indicates that said respective source page is initialized, reallocation of the

respective content allocated on said each respective source page of the source memory

sled to a respective target page of the target memory sled. Moreover, the reallocation

component sets, for said each respective source page whose status indicates that said

respective source page is uninitialized, the respective target status for the respective

target page to indicate uninitialized, while refraining from reallocating the respective

content allocated on said each respective source page whose status indicates that said

respective source page is uninitialized.

According to another aspect, the object is achieved by a reallocation component

configured for managing a reallocation of information from a source memory sled to a

target memory sled. The information is used by an application executing in a compute

sled. The information comprises a respective content allocated on a respective source

page of the source memory sled. The source memory sled comprises a source table

indicating a respective source status for each said respective source page. The

respective source status indicates that said respective source page is at least one of

initialized and uninitialized. The target memory sled comprises a target table indicating a

respective target status for each respective target page of target pages of the target

memory sled. The information is to be reallocated to said target pages of the target

memory sled.

The reallocation component is configured for initiating reallocation of the

respective content allocated on said each respective source page of the source memory

sled to a respective target page of the target memory sled for said each respective

source page whose status indicates that said respective source page is initialized.

Furthermore, the reallocation component is configured for setting the respective target

status for the respective target page to indicate uninitialized, while refraining from

reallocating the respective content allocated on said each respective source page whose

status indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized, for said each respective

source page whose status indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized.



According to further aspects, the object is achieved by a computer program and a

computer program carrier corresponding to the aspects above.

Thanks to the source table, the reallocation component is able to initiate

reallocation of the respective content allocated on said each respective source page

whose status is initialized, e.g. used by the application. In this manner, content that is

actually associated with, or used by, the application is moved to the target memory sled.

Moreover, thanks to that only the respective content is stored in the source

memory sled is moved, less information needs to be moved as compared to with so

called live migration in which all information related to the application is moved to a

different server, i.e. even information residing locally in a compute sled in which the

application may be executing.

Furthermore, the information that is moved according to the embodiments herein

is accessed less frequently than any information of the compute sled. Consequently, the

information to be moved according to the embodiments herein is less prone to cause

interruption. Therefore, the information can be moved without interrupting, or almost

without interrupting, execution of the application. This means that the reallocation of the

information is transparent to the application, which experiences no delay, or merely a

small delay.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The various aspects of embodiments disclosed herein, including particular

features and advantages thereof, will be readily understood from the following detailed

description and the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating a known disaggregated

hardware system,

Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplifying hardware system in

which embodiments herein may be implemented,

Figure 3a and 3b are exemplifying combined signaling and flowcharts illustrating

embodiments of the method when implemented in the exemplifying hardware system of

Figure 2 ,

Figure 4 is an exemplifying flowchart illustrating embodiments of the method in

the reallocation component, and



Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating embodiments of the reallocation

component.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Returning to the disaggregated hardware system mentioned in the background

section, it may be noted that resources of such disaggregated hardware system are

assigned to host machines. Performance of a system - as a whole - may degrade due to

defragmentation of resources. E.g. system performance is degraded in that it may

become difficult to assign resources to a host machine while fulfilling requirements

concerning e.g. latency for the host machine.

Throughout the following description similar reference numerals have been used

to denote similar features, such as nodes, actions, steps, modules, circuits, parts, items

elements, units or the like, when applicable. In the Figures, features that appear in some

embodiments are indicated by dashed lines.

Figure 2 depicts an exemplifying hardware system 100 in which embodiments

herein may be implemented. The hardware system 100 may be a disaggregated

hardware system.

Generally, the hardware system 100 relies on a principle of hardware resource

disaggregation. The principle of hardware resource disaggregation considers CPU,

memory and network resources as individual and modular entities, or resources. The

resources are often organized in structures for holding such resources. Each structure

may thus mainly hold only one type of resources, i.e. mainly only CPU, memory or

another type of resource. As an example, the term "structure" may refer to a rack, a

chassis, a blade, a sled, a closet, a cabinet or the like. For simplicity, the term "sled" is

used throughout the present disclosure, but the term may be used interchangeably in

related literature.

There may for instance be one or more structures for holding CPU units and one

or more structures for holding memory units. The resources may also, or alternatively, be

organized into many other different kinds of structures for holding resources, such as a

structure for holding storage, a structure for holding network interfaces, etc. The terms

"CPU structure", "memory structure" etc. will be used herein to refer to a structure for

holding CPUs and a structure for holding memory units. When utilizing the hardware



system 100, a host machine may be composed of a sub-set of resources within one or

more structures.

In this example, the hardware system 100 may comprise, among other things, a

reallocation component 110, such as a reallocation apparatus, a reallocation device, a

reallocation software module residing on a dedicated or non-dedicated hardware and the

like, for managing a reallocation of information from a source memory sled 131 to a

target memory sled 132. The information is used by an application 160 executing in a

compute sled 133. The hardware system 100 may thus comprise the source memory

sled 131 , the target memory sled 132 and the compute sled 133.

The application 160 may be a host machine, a virtual machine, a container, an

operating system, a computer program or the like.

Moreover, a data center managing module 120 (DCM) may be comprised in

the hardware system 100. The data center managing module 120 may perform various

tasks relating to managing of the hardware system 100, such as detecting when it may

be suitable to reallocate the information related to the application 160, assignment of

resources to different applications executing in the hardware system 100, starting and/or

stopping of applications and more.

Additionally, the data center managing module 120 may assign, monitor and

control remote memory that belongs to the application 160.

When the application 160 needs to retrieve some data from a certain remote

memory, such as a source remote memory 151, a target remote memory 152 or the

like, a request for said data is sent to a memory translation unit 130. The memory

translation unit 130 may e.g. keep track of where to find said data and provide access to

said data. The reallocation component 110 or the data center managing module 120

may further configure the memory translation unit 130 to properly access the remote

memory.

Moreover, the source memory sled 131 comprises the source remote memory

151 and the target memory sled 132 comprises the target remote memory 152.

The application 160 is associated with the information, or data, stored in a set of

source pages of the source remote memory 151 of the source memory sled 131 . The



data comprises a respective content stored in a respective source page of the source

remote memory 151 .

The source memory sled 131 may manage a source table 141. The source table

141 , i.e. records of the table, indicates the respective source status of each source page.

There may be one record for each source page. The respective source status for any

source page indicates that said any source page is at least one of initialized and

uninitialized.

Similarly, the target memory sled 132 may manage a target table 142. Hence,

the target table 142, i.e. records of the table, indicates the respective target status of

each target page. There may be one record for each target page. The respective target

status for any target page indicates that said any target page is at least one of initialized

and uninitialized. The target table 142 may be created during, or just before, reallocation

of the information.

These tables may, for example, hold information about remote address,

whether the page is used by the application 160 or not, meta-information of the pages

in remote memories that belong to the application 160, etc. In particular, the tables

may keep track of a status of each page, where the status is one of initialized,

uninitialized or unknown. The target table 142 may be initialized, e.g. by the data

center managing module 120, the reallocation component 110 or the like, with status

unknown for all pages.

The may be one table per application in order to reduce search time in the

table, but it is also conceivable that there is one table per sled and each entry of the

table includes information about to which application the corresponding page relates.

The term "initialized" may refer to that the respective content allocated on said

respective page is used by the application.

The term "uninitialized" may refer to that said respective page includes any data

that is not related to the application, e.g. no data related to the application.

The term "unknown" may indicate that it may be required to investigate whether

or not the remote page need to be reallocated, e.g. the source table 141 may need to be

checked to find out whether the page is initialized or uninitialized.

The source and target tables 141 , 142 may also be managed, e.g. modified,

read, written etc., by the reallocation component 110.



As used herein, the term "stored", "stored", "storing" and the like, may refer to

that data and/or content is physically stored in a memory.

As used herein, the term "allocated", "allocate", "allocating" and the like, may

refer to that a page is allocated, i.e. is located, in a certain memory, such as a local or

remote memory.

As used herein, the term "local", such as local memory, may refer to that the

memory is comprised in the same sled as e.g. the application 160 is executing.

As used herein, the term "remote", such as remote memory, may refer to that the

memory is comprised in a sled that is different from the sled in which e.g. the application

160 is executing.

A Local Memory Management Unit (LMMU) 181 , i.e. for the compute sled

133, may keep track of when pages may need to be retrieved from remote memory,

which may reside in e.g. the source memory sled 131 or the like. This may happen

when the application 160 requests data/information that is not present in a local

memory 182 of the compute sled 133. Furthermore, the LMMU 181 is comprised in

the compute sled 133 where the application is running. When the application 160

accesses a virtual address, LMMU 181 fetches the corresponding page from the local

memory 182 or from the source remote memory 151 . Page access from the local or

remote memory is not visible from the perspective of the application and the LMMU

181 provides this abstraction. Hence, the LMMU 181 may translate the virtual

addresses used by the application 160 to local physical addresses relating to the local

memory 182 or to remote addresses relating to a memory sled, such as the source

memory sled 131 .

It may here be noted that the respective target page of the target memory sled

132 corresponds to said each respective page of the source memory sled 131 in terms

of its identification towards the application 160. Accordingly, a location of the pages in

remote memory is transparent to the application 160.

All entities of the hardware system 100 may be interconnected by a fast

interconnect, such as an optical fiber interconnect or the like.

The memory translation unit 130 may be located, e.g. with reference to the fast

interconnect, between the local memory 182 and the remote memories 151 , 152. When

the application 160 attempts to access a page, which is allocated to a remote memory,



the LMMU 181 forwards the request to the memory translation unit 130. The memory

translation unit 130 knows the location of the remote memory and provides access to

that page.

In some examples, the attempts to access a page are sent to the remote memory

151 , 152 by appropriate configuration of the hardware, e.g. using Virtual Router

Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) for Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) based remote

memory copy or changing the Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe)

bridge configuration so that memory requests are sent to the appropriate memory sled.

Furthermore, dashed arrows in Figure 2 illustrate data flows, or data paths. The

data paths are used when content is reallocated, memory is accessed, memory is

modified, etc. Solid arrows illustrate control flows, or control paths. The control paths are

used for sending requests, instructions, commands, messages and the like, between

entities of the hardware system 100.

In view of the above, it may be noted that the total amount of memory required

by the application 160 may be allocated from different memory sleds and the local

memory 182, e.g. based on a total amount of memory needed by the application 160,

desired performance of the application 160 etc. The remote memory, e.g. residing in a

memory sled, is allocated by the data center managing module 120 and the Local

Memory Management Unit (LMMU) present in the sled where the application is running.

LMMU knows whether the page resides in local memory or in a remote memory.

Figure 3a and Figure 3b illustrates an exemplifying method according to

embodiments herein when implemented in the hardware system 100 of Figure 1.

The reallocation component 110 performs a method for managing a reallocation

of information from the source memory sled 131 to the target memory sled 132.

As mentioned, the information is used by the application 160 executing in the

compute sled 133. The information comprises a respective content allocated on a

respective source page of the source memory sled 131 . The source memory sled 131

comprises a source table 141 indicating a respective source status for each said

respective source page. The respective source status indicates that said respective

source page is at least one of initialized and uninitialized. The target memory sled 132

comprises a target table 142 indicating a respective target status for each respective



target page of target pages of the target memory sled 132. The information is to be

reallocated to said target pages of the target memory sled 132.

One or more of the following actions, shown in either Figure 3a or Figure 3b, may

be performed in any suitable order.

Actions A010 to action A030 describes a general request for data before the

information has been reallocated to the target memory sled 132.

Action A010

Starting in Figure 3b, the application 160 may send a request for data, e.g. a

request for content residing on a particular page, to the memory translation unit 130. The

request may be sent via the LMMU 181 (not shown), which forwards the request to the

memory translation unit 130 when the LMMU 181 finds that the requested content is

located in a remote memory, such as the source memory sled 131 . The LMMU 181 may

sometimes convert, or transform, the request into another format as required by the

memory translation unit 130.

In more detail, when the application 160 accesses a certain virtual address, the

LMMU 181 fetches the corresponding page either from the local memory or forwards the

request to MTU 130 to fetch the page from a remote memory depending on whether the

the LMMU 181 has registered that the certain virtual address is associated with local or

remote memory. When contents are written into a specific page, the corresponding

status of the source table 141 is updated, e.g. set to initialized, for the specific page.

Action A020

Subsequently to action A010, the memory translation unit 130 may receive the

request for data. The memory translation unit 130 may forward, with or without

modification and/or translation, the request to the source memory sled 131 .

Action A030

Continuing in Figure 3a and subsequently to action A020, the source memory

sled 131 may receive the request for data, which thus at least originates from the

application 160 depending on whether or not any conversion, or transformation, has

been performed by the memory translation unit 130.



Action A040

For various reasons, such as performance of the application 160, maintenance of

the source memory sled 131 or the like, the data center managing module 120 may

make a migration decision.

Action A050

In order to make the memory translation unit 130 aware of where remote pages

shall be stored, shall be accessed, shall be retrieved from, etc., the data center

managing module 120 may send a new configuration to the memory translation unit 130.

Action A060

Now in Figure 3b and subsequently to action A050, the memory translation unit

130 may thus receive the new configuration from the data center managing module 120

When the new configuration is activated, e.g. as in action A180 below, any subsequent

requests for content of pages may be forwarded to a memory sled as given by the new

configuration.

Sometimes the new configuration may be activated immediately. Then, the new

configuration may preferably be sent after the target memory sled 132 has been

prepared, e.g. after action A090 and/or action A160.

Action A070

Already returning to Figure 3a, the data center managing module 120 may send

instructions to the target memory sled 132 in order to prepare the target memory sled

132 for reception of the information related to the application 160. Preparation of the

target memory sled 132 may include allocation/selection of a physical module, i.e. within

the target memory sled 132, where the pages or memory will be allocated.

In the following, notes about which Figure the actions belong are omitted for

reasons of simplicity.

Action A080

Subsequently to action A070, the target memory sled 132 may receive the

instructions for preparation of the target memory sled 132.



Action A090

Subsequently to action A080, the target memory sled 132 may perform the

preparations according to the received instructions.

Action A 100

The data center managing module 120 may send, to the reallocation component

110, an indication to initiate reallocation of the information relating to the application 160.

The indication may include one or more of: a respective identification of the source and

target memory sleds 131 ,132, a parameter relating to size of memory at target memory

sled 132, and the like.

Action A110

Subsequently to action A100, the reallocation component 110 may obtain, such

as receive, retrieve, fetch or the like, the indication to commence migration of the

information. As an example, the reallocation component 110 receives the indication from

the data center managing module 120. As another example, the reallocation component

110 fetches the indication from a memory, which e.g. the data center managing module

120 writes with the indication when appropriate.

Action A 115

The reallocation component 110 may initially set status of all target pages of the

target memory sled 132 to unknown.

Should a request for particular content on a particular page be received at the

target memory sled 132 at this stage, the target memory sled 132 may, as exemplified in

action A220 below notify the reallocation component 110, that a reallocation of that

particular content to the target memory sled 132 is desired, preferably immediately. This

kind of notification may be seen as a kind of high priority reallocation request.

In some examples, action A070 may include that the data center managing

module 120 initializes, or triggers initialization of, the target table 142 with status set to

unknown for all target pages.

Action A120

In order to make an efficient reallocation of the information of the source memory

sled 131 , the reallocation component 110 may check status of each source page. The



status of said each source page may determine how the reallocation component 110

acts as described in more detail with reference to action A130 and A145.

Action A130

The reallocation component 110 initiates, for said each respective source page

whose status indicates that said respective source page is initialized, reallocation of the

respective content allocated on said each respective source page of the source memory

sled 131 to a respective target page of the target memory sled 132. Thanks to that

status is initialized for some source pages, the reallocation component 110 is able to

identify source pages whose content is to be reallocated.

As an example, the reallocation component 110 may initiate the reallocation by

sending an instruction to the source memory sled 131 to reallocate the respective

content, i.e. to move, or send, the respective content to the target memory sled 132.

Moreover, the reallocation component 110 may set status for the corresponding

target pages to initialized.

In some examples, each source page may be associated with a respective utility

indication relating to at least one of access frequency, time stamp of latest access to

said each source page, latency and memory type, wherein a set of utility indications may

comprises the respective utility indication for each source page. The respective utility

indication thus comprises previous statistics related to the page under consideration, e.g.

the source page. For target pages, similar statistics is not yet available, but may of

course be provided once the target memory sled 132 has been in use for a while.

With these examples, the reallocation component 110 may perform action A130

by further including at least one of:

selecting a first set of source pages based on the set of utility indications,

selecting a second set of source pages based on the set of utility indications,

where e.g. the first set of source pages are more frequently accessed than the second

set of source pages, and the initiation of the reallocation comprises:

beginning with initiation of reallocation of the first set of source pages, and then

continuing, after the first set of source pages has been reallocated, with initiation of

reallocation of the second set of source pages.

In this manner, the reallocation component 110 may use previous statistics to

prioritize page reallocation from the source memory sled 131 to the target memory sled

132.



Action A140

When the source memory sled 131 has been instructed to initiate reallocation of

content, the source memory sled 131 may reallocate the information as instructed.

Action A145

The reallocation component 110 sets, for said each respective source page

whose status indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized, the respective

target status for the respective target page to indicate uninitialized, while refraining from

reallocating the respective content allocated on said each respective source page whose

status indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized.

Thanks to that status is uninitialized for some source pages, the reallocation

component 110 is able to identify source pages whose content shall not be reallocated.

Action A 150

The reallocation component 110 may send, to the target memory sled 132, a

further instruction to set status of the target table 142 of the target memory sled 132.

In this manner, the reallocation component 110 populates the target table 142

with status uninitialized for those pages that are not used by the application 160, i.e.

those target pages that corresponds to the source pages that are not used.

Action A160

Subsequent to action A150, the target memory sled 132 may receive the

instruction from the reallocation component 110. The target table 142 is thus updated

accordingly.

It may here be noted that the reallocation component 110 may directly modify the

target table 142 or the reallocation component 110 may instruct the target memory sled

132 of how to modify the target table 142.

Action A170

E.g. once the target memory sled 132 has been prepared, the data center

managing module 120 may send an activation command to the memory translation unit

130.

The preparation of the target memory sled 132 includes at least that the target



table 142 has been initialized with status unknown for all target pages. It may however

be preferred that action A130 and action A145 has been completed, or at least partially

performed.

Action A 180

Subsequent to action A170, the memory translation unit 130 may receive the

activation command. The activation command instructs the memory translation unit 130

to use the new configuration when receiving requests. As a result, the memory

translation unit 130 will direct requests, as in action A200 below, for content on a page to

the target memory sled 132 when the new configuration indicates that the page is

allocated in the target memory sled 132.

Action A190

At this stage, the new configuration is activated in the memory translation unit

130. Assume that the application 160 may send a request for memory, i.e. make an

attempt to access a certain page, to the memory translation unit 130.

Action A200

Subsequent to action A190, the memory translation unit 130 may then receive

the request for memory. The memory translation unit 130 may then check where to find

the requested memory, e.g. according to the new configuration, and then send the

request for memory to the appropriate memory sled, such as the target memory sled

132.

Action A210

Subsequently to action A200, the target memory sled 132 may receive the

request for memory, i.e. a request for content of the certain page.

In case of successful memory request, the target memory sled 132 may then

retrieve, e.g. from the target remote memory 152, and provide the requested content of

the certain page to the application 160.

Action A220

In case of unsuccessful request, the target memory sled 132 may send, to the

reallocation component 110, a reallocation request in order for the content on the



requested certain page to be reallocated on demand. This may for example happen

when the certain page has status unknown.

In some examples, the target memory sled 132 may indicate unsuccessful

retrieval of the content of the certain page to the memory translation unit 130. The

memory translation unit 130 may then send the reallocation request to the reallocation

component 110 which immediately manages reallocation of content on the certain page

to the target memory sled 132.

Action A220 and/or action A240 and/or action A245 may be performed during the

initiated reallocation of action A 130.

Action A230

Subsequent to action A220, the reallocation component 110 may receive a

reallocating request for reallocation of the respective content of a source page yet to be

allocated to a target page, wherein status of the source pages is initialized and status of

the target page is unknown.

Action A240

The reallocation component 110 may reallocate the respective content allocated

on each respective source page of the source memory sled 131 to a respective target

page of the target memory sled 132, wherein status of the respective source page of the

source memory sled 131 is initialized.

Action A245

The reallocation component 110 may set the respective target status for the

respective target page to indicate initialized.

Since the memory translation unit 130 may be configured to fetch the content of

the certain page before the reallocation of the entire information may have been

finalized, it may be that the application 160, at least indirectly, accesses both the source

memory sled 131 and the target memory sled 132 during the reallocation of the

information.

Action A250



Similarly to action A130, the source memory sled 131 may reallocate contents on

demand.

Once all the information from the source memory sled 131 has been reallocated

to the target memory sled 132, the reallocation component 110 may inform (not shown)

the data center managing module 120 about that the reallocation has been completed.

The data center managing module 120 may then disassociate the source remote

memory 151 with respect to the application 160 and reset, or delete, the source table

141 .

The embodiments herein show how to transfer the information related to the

application 160, the information residing in the source memory sled 131 , to the target

memory sled 132, i.e. a newly configured memory.

After the data center managing module 120 allocates and sets up new memory,

e.g. the target memory sled 132, the reallocation component 110 may use the source

table 141 to efficiently copy the information from the source memory sled 131 to the

target memory sled 132, i.e. from the source remote memory 151 to the target remote

memory 152. According to some embodiments, it may be that - at the same time, or

partially the same time, as the reallocation occurs, all the new requests, from the

application 160, for memory are sent to the target memory sled 132. The target

memory sled 132 is able to fetch data from the source memory sled 131 and provide

the page if that page is not available in the target memory sled 132.

It may here be mentioned that the reallocation of the information related to the

application 160 is thus performed without performing a so called live migration of the

application 160.

In this manner, it is completely transparent to the application 160 in which remote

memory, such as in which memory sled, the contents of a certain page is stored.

Therefore, the application 160 may continue to execute as if no reallocation is

performed. The application 160 will in most cases not have a degraded performance

during the reallocation of the information. However, in some cases, the application 160

may experience a small delay, e.g. due to a page fault caused by that a requested page

was not yet reallocated. The small delay may thus be caused be the so called on

demand reallocation. Advantageously, the reallocation component 110 performs a



seamless reallocation of the information related to the application 160, where seamless

refers to that the reallocation may be performed without the application's 160 knowledge,

i.e. without informing or interrupting the application 160.

Furthermore, e.g. maintenance personnel - taking care of the hardware system

100 - may be able to put a certain sled, such as the source memory sled 131 , out of

operation e.g. for maintenance purposes without losing any data stored in the certain

memory sled.

Additionally, it may be beneficial from the application's 160 point of view, e.g. in

terms of latency, energy efficiency, amount of memory used, etc., to reallocate the

information from the source memory sled 131 to the target memory sled 132.

In Figure 4 , a schematic flowchart of exemplifying methods in the reallocation

component 110 is shown. Again, the same reference numerals as above have been

used to denote the same or similar features, in particular the same reference numerals

have been used to denote the same or similar actions. Accordingly, the reallocation

component 110 performs a method for managing a reallocation of information from the

source memory sled 131 to the target memory sled 132.

As mentioned, the information is used by the application 160 executing in the

compute sled 133. The information comprises a respective content allocated on a

respective source page of the source memory sled 131 . The source memory sled 131

comprises a source table 141 indicating a respective source status for each said

respective source page. The respective source status indicates that said respective

source page is at least one of initialized and uninitialized. The target memory sled 132

comprises a target table 142 indicating a respective target status for each respective

target page of target pages of the target memory sled 132. The information is to be

reallocated to said target pages of the target memory sled 132.

One or more of the following actions may be performed in any suitable order.

Action A110

The reallocation component 110 may obtain an indication to commence migration

of the information.

Action A115

The reallocation component 110 may initially set status of all target pages of the



target memory sled 132 to unknown.

Action A120

In order to make an efficient reallocation of the information of the source memory

sled 13 1, the reallocation component 110 may check status of each source page. The

status of said each source page may determine how the reallocation component 110

acts as described in more detail with reference to action A130 and A145.

Action A130

The reallocation component 110 initiates A130, for said each respective source

page whose status indicates that said respective source page is initialized, reallocation

of the respective content allocated on said each respective source page of the source

memory sled 131 to a respective target page of the target memory sled 132.

Action A 1 5

The reallocation component 110, sets A145, for said each respective source

page whose status indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized, the

respective target status for the respective target page to indicate uninitialized, while

refraining from reallocating the respective content allocated on said each respective

source page whose status indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized.

Action A150

The reallocation component 110 may send, to the target memory sled 132, a

further instruction to set status of the target table 142 of the target memory sled 132.

In this manner, the reallocation component 110 populates the target table 142

with status uninitialized for those pages that are not used by the application 160, i.e.

those target pages that corresponds to the source pages that are not used.

During the initiated reallocation A130, action A220 and/or action A240 and/or

action A245 may be performed.

Action A230

The reallocation component 110 may receive a reallocating request for

reallocation of the respective content of a source page yet to be allocated to a target



page, wherein status of the source pages is initialized and status of the target page is

unknown.

Action A240

The reallocation component 110 may reallocate the respective content allocated

on each respective source page of the source memory sled 131 to a respective target

page of the target memory sled 132, wherein status of the respective source page of the

source memory sled 131 is initialized. This this fashion, so called on demand reallocation

is performed.

Action A245

The reallocation component 110 may set the respective target status for the

respective target page to indicate initialized.

With reference to Figure 5 , a schematic block diagram of embodiments of the

reallocation component 110 of Figure 1 is shown.

The reallocation component 110 may comprise a processing module 501 , such

as a means for performing the methods described herein. The means may be embodied

in the form of one or more hardware modules and/or one or more software modules

The reallocation component 110 may further comprise a memory 502. The

memory may comprise, such as contain or store, instructions, e.g. in the form of a

computer program 503, which may comprise computer readable code units.

According to some embodiments herein, the reallocation component 110 and/or

the processing module 501 comprises a processing circuit 504 as an exemplifying

hardware module. Accordingly, the processing module 501 may be embodied in the form

of, or 'realized by', the processing circuit 504. The instructions may be executable by the

processing circuit 504, whereby the reallocation component 110 is operative to perform

the methods of Figures 3a and 3b and/or Figure 4 . As another example, the instructions,

when executed by the reallocation component 110 and/or the processing circuit 504,

may cause the reallocation component 110 to perform the method according to Figures

3a and 3b and/or Figure 4 .

In view of the above, in one example, there is provided a reallocation component



110 for managing a reallocation of information from a source memory sled 131 to a

target memory sled 132. As mentioned, the information is used by an application

executing in a compute sled 133. The information comprises a respective content

allocated on a respective source page of the source memory sled 131 . The source

memory sled 131 comprises a source table 141 indicating a respective source status for

each said respective source page. The respective source status indicates that said

respective source page is at least one of initialized and uninitialized. The target memory

sled 132 comprises a target table 142 indicating a respective target status for each

respective target page of target pages of the target memory sled 132. The information is

to be reallocated to said target pages of the target memory sled 132. Again, the memory

502 contains the instructions executable by said processing circuit 504 whereby the

reallocation component 110 is operative for:

for said each respective source page whose status indicates that said respective

source page is initialized, initiating reallocation of the respective content allocated on

said each respective source page of the source memory sled 131 to a respective target

page of the target memory sled 132, and

for said each respective source page whose status indicates that said respective

source page is uninitialized, setting the respective target status for the respective target

page to indicate uninitialized, while refraining from reallocating the respective content

allocated on said each respective source page whose status indicates that said

respective source page is uninitialized.

Figure 5 further illustrates a carrier 505, or program carrier, which comprises the

computer program 503 as described directly above. The carrier 505 may be one of an

electronic signal, an optical signal, a radio signal and a computer readable medium.

In further embodiments, the reallocation component 110 and/or the processing

module 501 may comprise one or more of an initiating module 510, a setting module

520, a receiving module 530, a reallocating module 540, an obtaining module 550,

and an initiating status setting module 560 as exemplifying hardware modules. In

other examples, one or more of the aforementioned exemplifying hardware modules may

be implemented as one or more software modules.



Moreover, the reallocation component 110 and/or the processing module 501

comprises an Input/Output unit 506, which may be exemplified by the receiving module

and/or a sending module when applicable.

Accordingly, the reallocation component 110 is configured for managing a

reallocation of information from a source memory sled 131 to a target memory sled 132.

As mentioned, the information is used by an application executing in a compute

sled 133. The information comprises a respective content allocated on a respective

source page of the source memory sled 131 . The source memory sled 131 comprises a

source table 141 indicating a respective source status for each said respective source

page. The respective source status indicates that said respective source page is at least

one of initialized and uninitialized. The target memory sled 132 comprises a target table

142 indicating a respective target status for each respective target page of target pages

of the target memory sled 132. The information is to be reallocated to said target pages

of the target memory sled 132 .

Therefore, according to the various embodiments described above, the

reallocation component 110 and/or the processing module 501 and/or the initiating

module 510 is configured for initiating reallocation of the respective content allocated on

said each respective source page of the source memory sled 131 to a respective target

page of the target memory sled 132 for said each respective source page whose status

indicates that said respective source page is initialized.

Furthermore, the reallocation component 110 and/or the processing module 501

and/or the setting module 520 is configured for setting the respective target status for the

respective target page to indicate uninitialized, while refraining from reallocating the

respective content allocated on said each respective source page whose status

indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized, for said each respective

source page whose status indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized.

In some embodiments, the reallocation component 110 and/or the processing

module 501 and/or the receiving module 530 may be configured for receiving, during the

initiated reallocation, a reallocating request for reallocation of the respective content of a

source page yet to be allocated to a target page, wherein status of the source pages is

initialized and status of the target page is unknown.



Moreover, in these embodiments, the reallocation component 110 and/or the

processing module 501 and/or the reallocating module 540 may be configured for

reallocating, during the initiated reallocation, the respective content allocated on each

respective source page of the source memory sled 131 to a respective target page of the

target memory sled 132, wherein status of the respective source page of the source

memory sled 131 is initialized.

Additionally, in these embodiments, the reallocation component 110 and/or the

processing module 501 and/or the setting module 520, or a further setting module (not

shown), may be configured for setting, during the initiated reallocation, the respective

target status for the respective target page to indicate initialized.

Furthermore, the reallocation component 110 and/or the processing module 501

and/or the obtaining module 550 may be configured for obtaining an indication to

commence migration of the information.

In some embodiments, the reallocation component 110 and/or the processing

module 501 and/or the initiating status setting module 560 may be configured for initially

setting status of all target pages of the target memory sled 132 to unknown.

As used herein, the term "node", or "network node", may refer to one or more

physical entities, such as devices, apparatuses, computers, servers or the like. This may

mean that embodiments herein may be implemented in one physical entity. Alternatively,

the embodiments herein may be implemented in a plurality of physical entities, such as

an arrangement comprising said one or more physical entities, i.e. the embodiments may

be implemented in a distributed manner, such as on cloud system, which may comprise

a set of server machines.

As used herein, the term "module" may refer to one or more functional modules,

each of which may be implemented as one or more hardware modules and/or one or

more software modules and/or a combined software/hardware module in a node. In

some examples, the module may represent a functional unit realized as software and/or

hardware of the node.

As used herein, the term "computer program carrier", "program carrier", or

"carrier", may refer to one of an electronic signal, an optical signal, a radio signal, and a

computer readable medium. In some examples, the computer program carrier may



exclude transitory, propagating signals, such as the electronic, optical and/or radio

signal. Thus, in these examples, the computer program carrier may be a non-transitory

carrier, such as a non-transitory computer readable medium.

As used herein, the term "processing module" may include one or more hardware

modules, one or more software modules or a combination thereof. Any such module, be

it a hardware, software or a combined hardware-software module, may be a determining

means, estimating means, capturing means, associating means, comparing means,

identification means, selecting means, receiving means, sending means or the like as

disclosed herein. As an example, the expression "means" may be a module

corresponding to the modules listed above in conjunction with the Figures.

As used herein, the term "software module" may refer to a software application, a

Dynamic Link Library (DLL), a software component, a software object, an object

according to Component Object Model (COM), a software function, a software engine,

an executable binary software file or the like.

The terms "processing module" or "processing circuit" may herein encompass a

processing unit, comprising e.g. one or more processors, an Application Specific

integrated Circuit (ASIC), a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or the like. The

processing circuit or the like may comprise one or more processor kernels.

As used herein, the expression "configured to/for" may mean that a processing

circuit is configured to, such as adapted to or operative to, by means of software

configuration and/or hardware configuration, perform one or more of the actions

described herein.

As used herein, the term "action" may refer to an action, a step, an operation, a

response, a reaction, an activity or the like. It shall be noted that an action herein may be

split into two or more sub-actions as applicable. Moreover, also as applicable, it shall be

noted that two or more of the actions described herein may be merged into a single

action.

As used herein, the term "memory" may refer to a hard disk, a magnetic storage

medium, a portable computer diskette or disc, flash memory, random access memory

(RAM) or the like. Furthermore, the term "memory" may refer to an internal register

memory of a processor or the like.

As used herein, the term "computer readable medium" may be a Universal Serial

Bus (USB) memory, a DVD-disc, a Blu-ray disc, a software module that is received as a

stream of data, a Flash memory, a hard drive, a memory card, such as a MemoryStick, a



Multimedia Card (MMC), Secure Digital (SD) card, etc. One or more of the

aforementioned examples of computer readable medium may be provided as one or

more computer program products.

As used herein, the term "computer readable code units" may be text of a

computer program, parts of or an entire binary file representing a computer program in a

compiled format or anything there between.

As used herein, the expression "transmit" and "send" are considered to be

interchangeable. These expressions include transmission by broadcasting, uni-casting,

group-casting and the like. In this context, a transmission by broadcasting may be

received and decoded by any authorized device within range. In case of uni-casting, one

specifically addressed device may receive and decode the transmission. In case of

group-casting, a group of specifically addressed devices may receive and decode the

transmission.

As used herein, the terms "number" and/or "value" may be any kind of digit, such

as binary, real, imaginary or rational number or the like. Moreover, "number" and/or

"value" may be one or more characters, such as a letter or a string of letters. "Number"

and/or "value" may also be represented by a string of bits, i.e. zeros and/or ones.

As used herein, the terms "first", "second", "third" etc. may have been used

merely to distinguish features, apparatuses, elements, units, or the like from one another

unless otherwise evident from the context.

As used herein, the term "subsequent action" may refer to that one action is

performed after a preceding action, while additional actions may or may not be

performed before said one action, but after the preceding action.

As used herein, the term "set of" may refer to one or more of something. E.g. a

set of devices may refer to one or more devices, a set of parameters may refer to one or

more parameters or the like according to the embodiments herein.

As used herein, the expression "in some embodiments" has been used to

indicate that the features of the embodiment described may be combined with any other

embodiment disclosed herein.

Even though embodiments of the various aspects have been described, many

different alterations, modifications and the like thereof will become apparent for those

skilled in the art. The described embodiments are therefore not intended to limit the

scope of the present disclosure.



CLAIMS

1. A method, performed by a reallocation component ( 1 10), for managing a reallocation

of information from a source memory sled (131) to a target memory sled (132),

wherein the information is used by an application executing in a compute sled (133),

wherein the information comprises a respective content allocated on a respective

source page of the source memory sled (131), wherein the source memory sled

(131) comprises a source table (141) indicating a respective source status for each

said respective source page, wherein the respective source status indicates that said

respective source page is at least one of initialized and uninitialized, wherein the

target memory sled (132) comprises a target table (142) indicating a respective

target status for each respective target page of target pages of the target memory

sled (132), wherein the information is to be reallocated to said target pages of the

target memory sled (132), wherein the method comprises:

for said each respective source page whose status indicates that said

respective source page is initialized, initiating (A130) reallocation of the respective

content allocated on said each respective source page of the source memory sled

(131) to a respective target page of the target memory sled (132), and

for said each respective source page whose status indicates that said

respective source page is uninitialized, setting (A145) the respective target status for

the respective target page to indicate uninitialized, while refraining from reallocating

the respective content allocated on said each respective source page whose status

indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized.

2 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the method comprises obtaining (A1 10)

an indication to commence migration of the information.

3 . The method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein the method comprises, during the

initiated reallocation :

receiving (A230) a reallocating request for reallocation of the respective

content of a source page yet to be allocated to a target page, wherein status of the

source pages is initialized and status of the target page is unknown,

reallocating (A240) the respective content allocated on each respective

source page of the source memory sled (131) to a respective target page of the



target memory sled (132), wherein status of the respective source page of the source

memory sled (131) is initialized, and

setting (A245) the respective target status for the respective target page to

indicate initialized.

The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the method

comprises:

initially setting (A1 15) status of all target pages of the target memory sled

(132) to unknown.

A computer program (503), comprising computer readable code units which when

executed on a reallocation component ( 1 10) causes the reallocation component

( 1 10) to perform the method according to any one of claims 1-4.

A carrier (505) comprising the computer program according to the preceding claim,

wherein the carrier (505) is one of an electronic signal, an optical signal, a radio

signal and a computer readable medium.

A reallocation component ( 1 10) configured for managing a reallocation of

information from a source memory sled (131) to a target memory sled (132), wherein

the information is used by an application executing in a compute sled (133), wherein

the information comprises a respective content allocated on a respective source

page of the source memory sled (131), wherein the source memory sled (131)

comprises a source table (141) indicating a respective source status for each said

respective source page, wherein the respective source status indicates that said

respective source page is at least one of initialized and uninitialized, wherein the

target memory sled (132) comprises a target table (142) indicating a respective

target status for each respective target page of target pages of the target memory

sled (132), wherein the information is to be reallocated to said target pages of the

target memory sled (132), wherein the reallocation component ( 1 10) is configured

for:

for said each respective source page whose status indicates that said

respective source page is initialized, initiating (A130) reallocation of the respective

content allocated on said each respective source page of the source memory sled

(131) to a respective target page of the target memory sled (132), and



for said each respective source page whose status indicates that said

respective source page is uninitialized, setting (A145) the respective target status for

the respective target page to indicate uninitialized, while refraining from reallocating

the respective content allocated on said each respective source page whose status

indicates that said respective source page is uninitialized.

8 . The reallocation component ( 1 10) according to claim 7 , wherein the reallocation

component ( 1 10) is configured for obtaining an indication to commence migration of

the information.

9 . The reallocation component ( 1 10) according to claim 7 or 8 , wherein the reallocation

component ( 1 10) is configured for:

receiving, during the initiated reallocation, a reallocating request for

reallocation of the respective content of a source page yet to be allocated to a target

page, wherein status of the source pages is initialized and status of the target page

is unknown,

reallocating , during the initiated reallocation, the respective content allocated

on each respective source page of the source memory sled (131) to a respective

target page of the target memory sled (132), wherein status of the respective source

page of the source memory sled (131) is initialized, and

setting, during the initiated reallocation, the respective target status for the

respective target page to indicate initialized.

10. The reallocation component ( 1 10) according to any one of claims 7-9, wherein the

reallocation component ( 1 10) is configured for initially setting status of all target

pages of the target memory sled (132) to unknown.
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